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Board Approved

Second Grade Science

► Students will use science to explain and predict changes that occur around them.

► Students will use science to evaluate consequences in order to make responsible choices.

► Students will use their knowledge of science concepts and processes in making informed choices regarding their lifestyles and the impact they have on their 
environment, and enhance their natural curiosity about their environment. 

► Students will understand that science and technology affect the Earth's systems and provide solutions to human problems.

Second grade science is based on investigations involving life, earth, and physical science.  Students 
observe and compare the structures and behaviors of a variety of insects in different stages of the life 
cycle, discussing and recording findings, and posing questions to be resolved.  Students will also study the 
properties of air to find that it is matter and takes up space. Using basic weather tools, they will gather 
information about temperature, rainfall, clouds and seasons in order to observe and monitor change.  They 
will observe movement of objects in the air and sky, including objects affected by moving air, clouds, and 
the Moon.  They will investigate that matter exists in three fundamental states: solid, liquid, and gas and 
explore the states of solids and liquids.  

Insects.  FOSS. 2005   Air and Weather.  FOSS. 2005   Solids & Liquids. FOSS. 2005   FOSS Science Readers. 
FOSS. 2005.

► Students will use science to analyze topics related to personal health, environment, and management of resources; they will help evaluate the merits of 
alternative courses of action.

Insects End of Module Assessment   Air and Weather End of Module Assessment  Solids & Liquids End of Module 
Assessment

January, 2006

► Students will know about science themes and connect and integrate them into what they know about themselves and the world around them. 

► Students will realize that scientific knowledge is public, replicable, and continually undergoing revision and refinement based on new experiments and data.

► Students will realize that science includes questioning, forming hypotheses, collecting and analyzing data, reaching conclusions, evaluating results, and 
communicating procedures and findings to others.

AASD Science Goals for K-12 Students
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

A.  Science Connections

B.  Nature of Science

C.  Science Inquiry

D.  Physical Science

E.  Earth & Space Science

F.  Life & Environmental 
Science

G.  Science Applications

H.  Science in Social &
Personal Perspectives

Students in the AASD will understand that there are unifying themes:  systems, order, organization, and interactions; 
evidence, models, and explanations; constancy, change, and measurement; evolution, equilibrium, and energy; and 
form and function among scientific disciplines.

Students in the AASD will understand that science is ongoing and inventive, and that scientific understandings have 
changed over time as new evidence is found.

Students in the AASD will demonstrate an understanding of the physical and chemical properties of matter, the forms 
and properties of energy, and the ways in which matter and energy interact.

Students in the AASD will demonstrate an understanding of the structure and systems of Earth and other bodies in the 
universe and their interactions.

Students in the AASD will demonstrate an understanding of the characteristics and structures of living things, the 
processes of life, and how living things interact with one another and their environment.

Students in the AASD will demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between science and technology and the 
ways in which that relationship influences human activities.

Students in the AASD will investigate questions using scientific methods and tools, revise their personal understanding 
to accommodate knowledge, and communicate these understandings to others.

AASD K-12 Science Standards

Students in the AASD will use scientific information and skills to make decisions about themselves, Wisconsin, and the 
world in which they live.
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments
Students will…
1. when faced with a science-related 
problem, decide what evidence, 
models, or explanations previously 
studied can be used to better 
understand what is happening now. 
(A.4.2)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. compares previous explanations to current observations to show that 
things change, stay the same, or follow a pattern. [Air & Weather, 
Looking  For Change , Pts. 1-3]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities

2. when investigating a science-related 
problem, decide what data can be 
collected to determine the most useful 
explanations. (A.4.3)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. identifies and collects data which provides the most useful 
explanations. [ALL FOSS modules, i.e, Solids & Liquids, Looking for 
Change , Pts. 1-3; Air & Weather, Looking For Change , Pts. 1,3]

Journal Entries
Class Discussion
Observation

3. when studying science-related 
problems, decide which of the science 
themes are important. (A.4.4)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student: 
a. asks and answers questions during observations and discussions.
b. communicates ideas through evidence.
c. identifies changes or lack of changes (constancy) and/or patterns that 
can be observed in data.  [Air and Weather, Wind Explorations , Pt. 4]

Class Discussion
Observation
Written/Oral Investigation Activities

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Nature of Science; Science Inquiry; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Nature of Science; Science Inquiry; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Nature of Science; Science Inquiry; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments

4. when studying a science-related 
problem, decide what changes over 
time are occurring or have occurred. 
(A.4.5)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. identifies changes or lack of changes over an extended period of time.
b. observes, records and graphs weather over time. [Air & Weather, 
Looking for Change , Pts. 1-3]
c. observes and records sequence of changes in insects as they mature 
into adults. [Insects, Milkweed Bugs,  Pts. 1,2]
d. observes and describes changes between solids and water and 
liquids and water. [Solids & Liquids, Solids & Liquids With Water , Pts. 1-
3]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussions
Anecdotal Notes
Student Interviews
Journal Entries
Written/Oral Investigation Activities

5. use encyclopedias, source books, 
texts, computers, teachers, parents, 
other adults, journals, popular press, 
and various other sources, to help 
answer science-related questions and 
plan investigations. (B.4.1)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. recognizes that a variety of resources can be used to answer 
questions and plan investigations.
b. determines which resources are the most appropriate resources to 
use when asking questions and planning investigations. [ALL FOSS 
modules, i.e., Air & Weather, www.fossweb.com ; "Meteorologist Tool 
Kit'; Home/School connection 2, p. 42]

Journal Entries
Class Discussion
Observation

6. acquire information about people 
who have contributed to the 
development of major ideas in the 
sciences and learn about the cultures 
in which these people lived and 
worked. (B.4.2)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. identifies commonly known careers in science (e.g. doctor, astronaut, 
veterinarian, nurse)
b. recognizes that men and women from many cultures have made 
contributions throughout the history of science and technology.
c. identifies cultural influences that allowed scientists to make 
contributions to major ideas in science.  [Air & Weather, 
www.fossweb.com; "Meteorologist Tool Kit" and "Careers"; FOSS 
Science Stories, pp. 14-16] 

Journal Entries
Class Discussion

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Science Inquiry; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Science Inquiry; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Nature of Science; Science Inquiry; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments

7. use the vocabulary of the unifying 
themes to ask questions about objects, 
organisms, and events being studied. 
(C.4.1)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. asks questions that can be measured using scientific vocabulary (e.g.. 
change, pattern, measurement). Note: students are not expected to 
know all of the themes, but to know the concepts of change, patterns, 
and measurement.  [Insects, Milkweed Bugs , Pts. 1-3; timeline 
extension]

Anecdotal Notes
Class Discussion
Journal Entries

8. use the science content being 
learned to ask questions, plan 
investigations, make observations, 
make predictions, and offer 
explanations. (C.4.2)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. conducts investigations using the science content being studied.
b. plans a simple investigation, decides what simple observations can be 
made, and explains their results. [ALL FOSS Investigations, i.e. Solids & 
Liquids, Solids & Liquids With Water , Pts. 1-3; Insects, Mealworms , Pts. 
1-3]

Anecdotal Notes
Class Discussion
Journal Entries
Participation in Investigation Activities
"Wrapping Up" Section of Modules

9. select multiple sources of 
information to help answer questions 
selected for classroom investigations. 
(C.4.3)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. selects a variety of resources that best answer questions and plan 
investigations.
b. recognizes that there are multiple sources of information to answer 
questions that could include textbooks, computers, science speakers, 
reference books, peers, or field trips.
c. distinguishes which of the resources are appropriate to use and which 
are not.  [ALL Investigations, i.e., www.fossweb.com, "Ask a Scientist"; 
Solids and Liquids, Solids & Liquids With Water , Parts 1-3; Air & 
Weather, Observing Weather , Pt. 2 ; www.fossweb.com, "Meteorologist 
Tool Kit"] 

Observation
Journal Entries

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments

10. use simple equipment safely and 
effectively, including rulers, balances, 
graduated cylinders, hand lenses, 
thermometers, and computers, to 
collect data relevant to questions and 
investigations. (C.4.4)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. selects and safely uses equipment relevant to the science 
investigation.
b. explains what data will be gathered using the simple science 
equipment (thermometer, rain gauge, pinwheels, anemometer windscale 
for weather; vials for mealworms).  [ALL FOSS modules; i.e.,  Air & 
Weather, Observing Weather , Pts. 1-4; Insects, Mealworms , Pts. 1-3]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Anecdotal Notes
Journal Entries

11. use data they have collected to 
develop explanations and answer 
questions generated by investigations. 
(C.4.5)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student: 
a. asks and answers questions during observations and discussions.
b. interprets data to answer questions in their investigations. [Air & 
Weather, Looking for Change , Pt. 1]

Observation
"Wrapping Up" section of modules
Journal Entries

12. communicate the results of their 
investigations in ways their audiences 
will understand by using charts, graphs, 
drawings, written descriptions, and 
various other means, to display their 
answers.(C.4.6)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. graphs class weather data recorded for a month.
b. records weather data throughout the year and compares seasonal 
weather conditions. [Air & Weather, Exploring Air , Pt. 4]
c. records what happens when solids and water are mixed and when 
liquids and solids are mixed. [Solids & Liquids, Solids , Pt. 4; Solids & 
Liquids, Solids &Liquids With Water , Pt. 1; Math Extensions 2A, 3A; 
Insects, Investigations 1-6] 
d. reports the results of science investigations to different audiences 
(friends, teachers, and younger students) by using bar graphs, tables, 
and illustrations.

Classroom Observation and discussion
"Wrapping Up" section of modules
Data Sheets
Journal Entries
Investigation Activities

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments

13. support their conclusions with 
logical arguments. (C.4.7)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. states evidence from data to justify/explain conclusions. [Solids & 
Liquids, Solids & Liquids With Water , Pts. 1-3]

Classroom Observations and 
Discussions
Classroom Assignments
Journals

14. ask additional questions that might 
help focus or further an investigation. 
(C.4.8)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. develops additional questions that support further understanding of 
the context. (ex. "I wonder what would happen if…")  [ALL FOSS 
Investigations]

"Wrapping Up" Section of the Modules
Anecdotal Notes
Observation
Discussion

15. understand that objects are made 
of more than one substance, by 
observing, describing and measuring 
the properties of earth materials, 
including properties of size, weight, 
shape, color, temperature, and the 
ability to react with other substances. 
(D.4.1)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. observes and explains that liquids have many properties (pour and 
flow, take the shape of their container).
b. recognizes that the surface of a liquid is level with respect to the 
ground.
c. uses precise liquid vocabulary.
d. observes, describes, and compares the properties, appearance, and 
behavior of different liquids in bottles and containers.
e. defines air as matter that takes up space.
f. explains that air resistance affects how things move.
g.  observes the properties of air as it interacts with other materials.
h. describes that air is all around objects.
i. observes and explains that air can be compressed and the pressure 
from compressed air can move things. [Solids & Liquids, Liquids , Pts. 1-
3, Liquids , Pts. 1-4; Solids & Liquids FOSS Science Stories, pp. 8-23; 
Air & Weather, Exploring Air , Pts. 1-5]

Classroom Observations and 
Discussions
Classroom Assignments
Journals
Anecdotal Notes
"Wrapping Up" Section of Modules

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Physical Science; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments

16. group and/or classify objects and 
substances based on the properties of 
earth materials. (D.4.2)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. recognizes that solid materials have properties that separate them 
from other states of matter.
b. compares and sorts solids in different ways. [Solids & Liquids, Solids , 
Pts. 1-2]

Classroom Observations
Journals
Solids & Liquids Investigations

17. understand that substances can 
exist in different states- solid, liquid, 
gas. (D.4.3)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. understands that there are three states of matter: solid, liquid, and 
gas.
b. knows that common substances exist naturally as either a solid, liquid, 
or as a gas.
c. recognizes that air takes up space.  [Air & Weather, Exploring Air , 
Pts. 1-2; Solids & Liquids, ALL Investigations; Solids and Liquids FOSS 
Science Stories, pp. 3-17]

Classroom Observations and 
Discussions
Journals
Classroom Assignments
Anecdotal Notes
"Wrapping Up" Section of Modules

18. observe and describe changes in 
form, temperature, color, speed, and 
direction of objects and construct 
explanations for changes. (D.4.4)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. describes wind as moving air.
b. observes and compares the action of moving air and its effects on 
objects (pinwheels, bubbles, and kites.) [Air & Weather, Wind 
Explorations, Pts. 1-4]
c. observes and describes that some solids change when mixed with 
water, others do not.
d. observes and describes that some solids dissolve in water and 
evaporation leaves the solid behind.
e. observes and describes that some liquids mix with water, other liquids 
form a layer above or below water. [Solids & Liquids, Solids & Liquids 
With Water , Pt. 1]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities
"Wrapping Up" Section of Modules
Anecdotal Notes

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives   

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science; Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives   
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments

19.construct simple models of what is 
happening to materials and substances 
undergoing change, using simple 
instruments or tools to aid observations 
and collect data. (D.4.5)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. observes and compares the direction and speed of the wind.
b. compares how moving air interacts with objects.
c. identifies the use of and uses anemometers, wind vanes, and wind 
scales to measure the speed of the wind.  [Air & Weather, Wind 
Explorations, Pt. 4] 

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities

20.observe and describe physical 
events involving objects and develop 
record-keeping systems to follow these 
events by measuring and describing 
changes in their properties including 
position relative to another object, 
motion over time, and position due to 
forces.  (D.4.7)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. observes and records daily weather on class calendars and individual 
journals.
b. compares monthly and seasonal weather conditions using bar graphs. 
[Air & Weather, Observing Weather , Pt. 4 ; Wind Explorations , Pts. 1-4]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities

21. identify celestial objects (stars, sun, 
moon, planets) in the sky, noting 
changes in patterns of those objects 
over time. E.4.4)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. identifies the sun, moon, and stars in the sky, and recognizes that they
appear to change positions in the sky over time.
b. recognizes the sun as a star that heats the earth during the day..
c. identifies that the appearance of the moon changes through the 
month.
d. explains that the Sun and Moon appear to move slowly across the 
sky.
d. understands that Earth is one of nine planets in our solar system.  [Air 
& Weather Looking For Change Pt 3]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives   

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Physical Science; Life and Environmental 
Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives   
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments

22. describe the weather commonly 
found in Wisconsin in terms of clouds, 
temperature, humidity, and forms of 
precipitation, and the changes that 
occur over time, including seasonal 
changes. (E.4.5)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. identifies both daily and seasonal weather changes in Wisconsin.
b. notes and records changes in temperature, wind, precipitation, cloud 
cover, and sunshine.
c. communicates that each season has a typical weather pattern that 
can be observed, compared, and predicted.  
 [Air & Weather, Observing Weather , Pts. 1-4; Wind Explorations , Pts. 2 
& 4; Looking For Change Pts. 1 & 2;  Air & Weather Science Stories, pp. 
1-23]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities
Anecdotal Notes
"Wrapping Up" Section of Module

23. using the science themes, find 
patterns and cycles in the earth's daily, 
yearly, and long-term changes. (E.4.6)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. observes and describes the changes in day/night and the seasons.
b. describes that weather conditions change over time and weather 
observations can be organized, compared, and predicted.
c. communicates that each season has a typical weather pattern that 
can be observed, compared and predicted.
d. recognizes Earth's motion of rotation and revolution.
e. describes how the bright appearance of the Moon changes shape in a 
pattern that can be observed, compared, and predicted. [Air & Weather, 
Looking For Change , Pts. 1-3; Air & Weather FOSS Science Stories, pp. 
18-23]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities
Anecdotal Notes
"Wrapping Up" Section of Module

24.discover how each organism meets 
its basic needs for water, nutrients, 
protection, and energy in order to 
survive. (F.4.1)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. recognizes that insects need air, food, water, and space.
b. identifies the main body parts of insects (head, thorax, and abdomen)
c. observes and explains that insects have different structures for eating 
different kinds of food.
d. identifies the characteristic structures and behaviors of insects and 
that insect adults have structures in common. [Insects ALL; Insects 
FOSS Science Stories, pp. 8-11]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities
Anecdotal Notes
"Wrapping Up" Section of Module

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Physical 
Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Physical Science; Life and Environmental 
Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Physical Science; Life and Environmental 
Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments

25. investigate how organisms, 
especially plants, respond to both 
internal cues (the need for water) and 
external cues (changes in 
environment). (F.4.2)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. communicates that insects can live underground, above ground, and 
in water.
b. describe how plants respond to changes in their environment.
c. identifies that animals have senses that help them to detect internal 
and external cues (e.g. students can recognize that when an animal is 
hungry, it eats; when it is thirsty, it drinks; when it is tired, it sleeps, etc.) 
[Insects, Milkweed Bugs , Pts. 2-3; Butterflies , Pt 1; Insects FOSS 
Science Stories, pp. 36-41]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities
Anecdotal Notes
"Wrapping Up" Section of Module

26. illustrate the different ways that 
organisms grow through life stages and 
survive to produce new members of 
their type. (F.4.3)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. identifies that plants and animals have life cycles; the details are 
different for each organism. 
b. compares and contrasts the life cycles of the beetle (egg, larva, pupa, 
and adult, which produces eggs; simple metamorphosis, egg, nymph, 
adult; complete metamorphosis, egg, larva, pupa, adult, which produces 
eggs.
c. identifies that offspring look very much, but not exactly, like their 
parents or one another.
d. describes that life stages occur in sequential order.
e. observes and describes that organisms have structures and behaviors 
that help them survive during each stage of their life cycle. [Insects ALL- 
Mealworms, Waxworms, Milkweed Bugs, Silkworms, Butterflies, Other 
Insects ; Insects FOSS Science Stories, pp. 16-33]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities
Anecdotal Notes
"Wrapping Up" Section of Module

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Physical 
Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives   

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Physical 
Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives  
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AASD SCIENCE CURRICULUM Second Grade Science

Course Objectives Performance Indicators Classroom Assessments

27. using the science themes, develop 
explanations for the connections 
among living and non-living things in 
various environments. (F.4.4)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. identifies something as living (i.e., eats, grows, reproduces) or 
nonliving.
b. knows that animals depend on plants, and plants depend on animals 
(e.g. respiration, food webs/food chains).
c. describes that some animals eat plants for food and other animals eat 
animals for food.
d. recognizes that plants and animals both depend on nonliving things in 
the environment (habitat), such as water, air and soil.  [Insects ALL, i.e., 
Milkweed Bugs , Pts. 1-3; Other Insects  Pts. 2-3; Insects FOSS Science 
Stories, pp. 3-11]

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities
Anecdotal Notes
"Wrapping Up" Section of Module

28. identify the technology used by 
someone employed in a job or position 
in Wisconsin and explain how the 
technology helps. (G.4.1)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. identifies the technology used in different jobs. [Air & Weather, Inv. 2, 
Pts 1-4; "Meteorologist Tool Kit" extension; Air & Weather FOSS 
Science Stories, pp. 14-15; www.fossweb.com: "Careers"] 

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities

29. show how science has contributed 
to meeting personal needs, including 
hygiene, nutrition, exercise, safety, and 
health care. (H.4.3)

Performance will be satisfactory when the student:
a. shows how science has affected personal health and safety. [Air & 
Weather FOSS Science Stories, pp. 14-17] 

Teacher Questioning (Suggestions 
Provided)
Class Discussion
Journal Entries 
Investigation Activities

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Physical Science; Science Applications 

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Life and 
Environmental Science; Physical Science; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives 

Above objective aligned with AASD science standard(s): Science Connections; Nature of Science;  Science Inquiry; Earth and Space Science; Physical 
Science; Science Applications; Science in Social and Personal Perspectives 
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